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UAW LOCAL 5960 MEMBERS AMONG FIRST 
GROUP TO COMPLETE STARC PROGRAM: Lake 

Orion, MI - UAW Local 5960 members Logan 
Smith and Michael McCready were among the first group 
of UAW/GM candidates to complete the Skilled Trades 
Readiness Certificate Program (STARC) and receive appren-
ticeship job offers.  Read more... 

2022 CHEVY BOLT EV GETS NEW SILVER FLARE 
METALLIC COLOR Source: Vince Brown - gmauthority.com 

MERCEDES-BENZ 300 SLR COULD BE THE 
WORLD'S MOST EXPENSIVE CAR AT $142M:  
If true, the fabled Uhlenhaut coupé has obliterated the pre-
vious mark set by a Ferrari 250 GTO.  

                                         Source: Christopher Smith - motor1.com  

On March 4, 2022, we learned that 

while GM facilities located in a coun-

ty with a CDC designation of low or 

medium risk could move to optional 

masking, facilities located in CDC 

high risk counties must require mask-

ing. 

Recently, high numbers of new COVID-19 cases and hospitaliza-

tions in Oakland County, where Orion Assembly is located, have 

resulted in the CDC risk rating being elevated to high risk (orange 

on the map below). 

With this development, effective start of shift Tuesday, May 17, 

Orion Assembly must resume mandatory wearing of GM-issued 

face masks. N95 and KN95 masks are also allowed. People are 

encouraged to physical distance when eating and drinking and not 

wearing a mask. 

What you need to know: 

GM Medical will continue to regularly monitor COVID-19 county 

risk levels through this online CDC tracking tool: https://

www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/your-health/covid-by-

county.html  

When considering protocol / protection level increases and de-

creases at sites, GM Medical assesses positive test results among 

GM employees and absenteeism due to COVID as additional de-

termination factors.  

If you have symptoms associated with COVID-19, test positive or 

become a close contact, notify your supervisor, or site absence 

line and site Medical.  

GM will follow the CDC’s Quarantine and Isolation Guidelines for 

employees testing positive or identified as close contacts. These 

guidelines can be viewed at: https://www.cdc.gov/

coronavirus/2019-ncov/your-health/quarantine-isolation.html 

GM continues to encourage employees to get vaccinated and 

boosted. 

As Oakland County risk levels change, GM Medical will let us know 

as soon as it is safe to return to optional mask wearing at Orion 

Assembly. 
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